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A Lagrangian for strongly nonlinear unsteady water waves ~including overturning waves! is
obtained. It is shown that the system of quadratic equations for the Stokes coefficients, which
determine the shape of a steady wave ~discovered by Longuet-Higgins 100 years after Stokes
derived his system of cubic equations! directly follows from the canonical system of Lagrange
equations. Applications to the investigation of the stability of water waves and to the construction
of numerical schemes are pointed out. © 1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S1070-6631~96!03002-7#
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper was motivated by the following two ques-
tions.
~1! In 1880, Stokes published his work on the derivation
of equations for the coefficients of the Fourier expansion ~in
the potential plane! for the shape of a steady water wave of
finite amplitude ~Refs. 1 and 2!. These coefficients are now
called Stokes coefficients, and the equations, derived by
Stokes, are cubic in the Stokes coefficients. They have been
used by many authors to study various properties of water
waves.
A century later Longuet-Higgins3 discovered a system of
quadratic equations for the Stokes coefficients which is
equivalent to the original Stokes system of cubic equations.
This new quadratic system is simpler and makes it easier to
get higher accuracy in numerical calculation of Stokes coef-
ficients. In particular, Saffman4 demonstrated that the family
of Stokes waves bifurcates into new families of steady waves
of different forms, and Zufiria5 found families of non-
symmetric waves. ~Note that this calculation requires high
accuracy, as non-symmetric waves differ from Stokes waves
by only about 2%.!
Is there a general principle, which directly leads to this
quadratic system?
~2! Without dissipation water waves constitute a conser-
vative mechanical system. In 1967 Zakharov6 introduced ca-
nonical Hamiltonian variables for water waves. However,
Zakharov’s construction requires that the surface height is a
single-valued function of the horizontal coordinates, which is
not the case for overturning waves.
Do there exist canonical variables in a general situation,
including overturning waves?
In this paper the Lagrangian for 2-D deep water waves
of general form is found.7 This Lagrangian is a fourth order
polynomial in the Stokes coefficients, and their first time
derivatives. Hamiltonian variables can be obtained in a stan-
dard way with the aid of the Legendre transform. However,
the solution of the equations in the Legendre transform is not
simple; it leads to the representation of the Hamiltonian by a
Taylor series in wave amplitudes as was worked out by
Zakharov6 for small amplitude waves, or to the Pade´ like
approximation used by Zufiria.5 We see that the Lagrangian
representation of water waves is simpler than the Hamil-
tonian one, as the Lagrangian is given exactly by a polyno-
mial, while the Hamiltonian is given by some infinite ~Taylor
or Pade´! expansion.
For a wave of permanent form ~when the time deriva-
tives of the Stokes coefficients are given by the speed of the
wave and the Stokes coefficients themselves! this Lagrangian
becomes a cubic polynomial, and the equations for the
Stokes coefficients ~given by the variation of the Lagrangian!
turn out to be quadratic, equivalent to Longuet-Higgins’
equations.3 We immediately obtain that these quadratic equa-
tions are derivable from a potential function, a fact found by
Longuet-Higgins8 from inspection of his quadratic system.
The approach can also be useful for the investigation of
the stability of water waves, as the dynamical behavior and
the steady waves are described with the aid of the same
representation ~in terms of the Stokes coefficients!.
After the Lagrangian is found, the problem of calculat-
ing the evolution of the water surface is reduced to the ex-
tremization of a functional of independent generalized coor-
dinates ~the principle of least action!. This formulation
suggests the construction of numerical schemes as follows.
First, the functional of action is discretized, and then numeri-
cal equations are obtained by variation of the discretized ac-
tion. In this case—like the case of simplectic numerical
integration—the equations of the numerical scheme preserve
important properties of the original continuous system ~they
are also derived from a variational principle!.
Thus, the general approach of theoretical physics based
on the principle of least action proves to be fruitful for the
description of water waves.
II. GENERALIZED COORDINATES
We consider irrotational 2-D flow of incompressible in-
viscid fluid with a free surface and of infinite depth. A uni-
form gravity field is directed along the negative direction of
the y-axis, and the flow is supposed to be l-periodic with
respect to the x-coordinate. Surface tension is neglected, and
without loss of generality the fluid density r and the gravity
constant g are put equal to 1, and the wavelength l52p .
The domain of the complex z5x1iy-plane filled with
the fluid can be considered as the conformal image of the
lower half-plane of the auxiliary z5j1ih-plane. This con-
formal transformation is given by the function
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z(z)5x(j ,h)1iy(j ,h), analytical for h<0. The fluid ve-
locity w5u1iv is given by the complex potential
g(z)5a(x ,y)1ib(x ,y) (a is the fluid potential, and b is
the stream function!,
w*5
dg
dz 5
dc
dzY dzdz ,
where c(z)5a(j ,h)1ib(j ,h)5gz(z) is the complex po-
tential expressed in terms of the auxiliary variable
z5j1ih , and * denotes complex conjugation.
The surface of the fluid is the image of the real axis in
the z-plane; the (x ,y)-coordinates of the surface are given by
the functions
X~j!5x~j ,0!, Y ~j!5y~j ,0!,
and the surface values of the fluid potential and the stream
function are
A~j!5a~j ,0!, B~j!5b~j ,0!.
The functions X(j),Y (j),A(j),B(j) completely determine
the state of the fluid, as an analytic function is determined by
its boundary values. In particular, the potential energy of the
fluid ~per one wavelength in the x-direction! is
2pU5
1
2E0
2p
Y 2X8dj
(8 denotes differentiation with respect to j), its kinetic en-
ergy is
2pK5
1
2E @~ax!21~ay!2#dxdy52 12E0
2p
AB8dj ,
and its x-momentum is
2pP5E bydxdy52 12E0
2p
BX8dj .
Actually, the state of the fluid is determined only by the
functions Y (j),B(j), as the real parts of the boundary values
of analytic functions can be found from their imaginary parts
~here with the aid of the Hilbert transform!.
All the functions introduced above depend also on the
time t , which was not written explicitly. Using the kinematic
boundary condition we shall express the function B(j ,t) in
terms of the function Y (j ,t) and its time derivative Y˙ (j ,t!.
@Of course, this dependence is not local: B(j ,t) depends on
the values of the functions Y (j ,t) and Y˙ (j ,t) at all points
j from the interval 0,j,2p .# The velocity of the surface
can differ from the velocity of the fluid at the surface by
some vector tangent to the surface:
X˙5u1mX8, Y˙5v1mY 8 ~1!
where m5m(j ,t) is some ~unknown! scalar function. It de-
pends on the choice of the parameterization
x(j ,h),y(j ,h). If the coordinates (j ,h) were markers of
fluid particles, then we would have m50, and X˙5u ,Y˙5v .
For general parameterization, the vector (X˙ ,Y˙ ) does not co-
incide with the vector (u ,v) of the velocity of the fluid at the
surface, but differs from it by a vector parallel to the tangent
vector (X8,Y 8). From the very beginning, we have required
that the transformation from the auxiliary (j ,h)-plane to the
physical (x ,y)-plane be a conformal map. This requirement
defines the function m(j ,t). However, we will not need the
function m(j ,t). Indeed, using ~1!, we find
B85bxX81byY 852~Y˙2mY 8!X81~X˙2mX8!Y 8
5X˙ Y 82Y˙ X8 ~2!
independently of m(j ,t). Therefore, we can find function
B(j ,t) in terms of the functions Y (j ,t),Y˙ (j ,t). The function
A(j ,t) is determined in terms of the function B(j ,t), since
A(j ,t)1iB(j ,t) is the boundary value of an analytic func-
tion. Thus, the state of the fluid is determined by the func-
tions Y (j ,t),Y˙ (j ,t).
The representation of the fluid flow in terms of confor-
mal mapping takes care of all the constraints of 2-D incom-
pressible irrotational hydrodynamics, except for one con-
straint — the conservation of the fluid’s volume. Therefore,
we additionally require that
2pV [E
0
2p
YX8dj50 ~3!
~this corresponds to the choice of the zero of the y-axis being
at the surface of the undisturbed fluid!.
Now we can consider the functional
S 5E
ta
tb
~K2U!dt ~4!
where the kinetic energy K and the potential energy U are
expressed as functionals of the functions Y (j ,t),Y˙ (j ,t)
(0,j,2p);ta ,tb are some instants of time!. The equations
of motion are obtained by variation of this functional with
respect to the function Y (j ,t) @with fixed values at the ends
of the interval (ta ,tb)# under the constraint ~3!: they are
given by the condition
dS
dY ~j ,t ! 50,
where the function Y satisfies ~3!.
We shall express the functional ~4! explicitly in terms of
the function Y using an expansion in Fourier series. In this
way we shall also satisfy the constraint ~3!, and thereby ex-
press the functional S in terms of ~independent! generalized
coordinates; then the equations of motion will be obtained by
variation of S with respect to these generalized coordinates
without any constraints.
The surface of the flow 2p-periodic in the x-direction
can be represented in the form
X~j ,t !1iY ~j ,t !5j1 (
k52`
1`
@Xk~ t !1iY k~ t !#e2ikj ~5!
(Xk5X2k* ,Yk5Y2k* ). In the frame of reference where the
fluid velocity at y52` is zero, the complex potential
g(x1iy) is 2p-periodic with respect to x , and therefore we
have the Fourier expansion
A~j ,t !1iB~j ,t !5 (
k52`
1`
@Ak~ t !1iBk~ t !#e2ikj ~6!
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(Ak5A2k* ,Bk5B2k* ). In other frames of references the right
hand side in ~6! would contain an additional term nj where
the constant n is the speed of this frame.
According to the Hilbert transform we have for k Þ 0
Xk5iskY k , Ak5iskBk ~7!
where sk is 11 for positive k and 21 — for negative k .
The relations ~7! can be easily understood. For example, the
complex potential of the fluid can be restored from its sur-
face values in the following form:
c~j1ih!5 (
k52`
1`
@Ak1iBk#e2ik~j1ih!.
It is analytic in the lower half-plane if Ak1iBk50 for
k,0. This gives the second relation in ~7! if we recall that
Ak5A2k* ,Bk5B2k* .
Since the complex potential is defined up to an arbitrary
constant, we can assume that A05B050. We can also
choose the origin of the x-axis so that X050. Let us define
s050. Then for all integers k , including k50, we have
Xk5iskY k ,
Ak5iskBk ,
where sk5H 11, if k.0,0, if k50,
21, if k,0.
~8!
The constraint ~3! takes the form
Y 052 (
k52`
1`
ukuYkY2k . ~9!
Thus, the quantities Yk (k561,62, . . . ; note that k50 is
not included! can serve as generalized coordinates. The
quantity Y 0 is given by ~9!. The Fourier coefficients Bk are
determined according to ~2!,
Bk5
i
k F2Y˙ k1 (k11k25k Y˙ k1Yk2k2~sk12sk2!G ~kÞ0 !
~10!
where the summation is over all pairs of integers k1 ,k2 sat-
isfying the relation k11k25k @X ,A are determined from
~8!#.
III. THE LAGRANGIAN
The potential energy U, the kinetic energy K , the mo-
mentum P , and the Lagrangian L5K2U are the func-
tionals of the generalized coordinates Yk(k561,62, . . . ):
U5
1
2 (k52`
1`
YkY2k1
1
6 (k11k21k350
~ uk1u1uk2u1uk3u!
3Yk1Yk2Yk3,
K5
1
2 (k52`
1`
ukuBkB2k ,
~11!
P5 (
k52`
1`
ukuBkY2k ,
L5
1
2 (k52`
1`
ukuBkB2k2
1
2 (k52`
1`
YkY2k
2
1
6 (k11k21k350
~ uk1u1uk2u1uk3u!Yk1Yk2Yk3,
where Y 0 and Bk are given by ~9!, ~10!, respectively.
The Lagrangian ~11! is invariant with respect to the
transformation
Yk!Ykeiku
(u is an arbitrary constant phase! and with respect to an
arbitrary time shift. In accordance with Noether’s theorem
these symmetries correspond to the conservation of the mo-
mentum P and the energy E5K1U, respectively.
The equations of motion are obtained by variation of the
action
S 5E
ta
tb
L@Yk~ t !,Y˙ k~ t !uk561,62, . . . #dt ~12!
(ta ,tb are initial and final instants!; they have the form
dS
dYk~ t !
[2
d
dt S ]L]Y˙ kD 1 ]L]Yk 50 ~k561,62, . . . !
~13!
@it is assumed, that dYk(ta)5dYk(tb)50#.
The formulation of the dynamical equations in the varia-
tional form @~12!–~13!# allows us to develop numerical
schemes preserving important properties of the original sys-
tem. In these methods the discretization is made in the func-
tional of action, and the numerical equations are obtained by
the variation of the discretized action.
Let us consider one example of such a scheme with a
non-constant time step.
Consider a truncated system retaining only coefficients
Yk with uku<K (K is a positive integer!. Then, according to
~10! we find an interesting property of the representation in
terms of the coefficients Yk , namely
Bk50 if uku.K , ~14!
which means that aliasing does not occur in the calculation
of Bk .
Introduce time discretization
t0 ,t1 , . . . ,tn , . . . , tn5tn2tn21 , Yk
n5Yk~ tn!
and replace time derivatives Y˙ k(k Þ 0) by finite differences
of the first order
DnYk5
1
tn
~Yk
n2Yk
n21! ~k561,62, . . . !.
Approximate the integral of action ~12! by the following
sum:
S5 (
n50
N11 H 12 (k52K
1K
ukuBk
nB2k
n 2
1
2 (k52K
1K
Y k
nY2k
n
2
1
6 (k11k21k350
~ uk1u1uk2u1uk3u!Yk1
n Y k2
n Y k3
n J
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(t05ta ,tN115tb), where
Bk
n5
i
k F2~DnYk!1 (k11k25k ~DnYk1!Yk2k2~sk12sk2!G
~kÞ0 !,
Y 052 (
k52K
1K
ukuYk
nY2k
n
,
DnY 0522 (
k52K
1K
uku~DnYk!Y2k
n
.
The equations of the numerical scheme have the form
]S
]Yk
n 50 ~k561,62, . . . ,K; n51,2, . . . ,N !. ~15!
This method allows us to investigate overturning waves
~when the surface height is not a single-valued function of
the horizontal coordinate!. However, to study ‘‘quite dis-
torted geometries’’ one may need many Fourier coefficients
Yk ~large K!, as was noted by Meiron et al.9 This happens
when the conformal map z(z) has singularities close to the
real axis ~in the upper half-plane h.0), and the Fourier
series ~5! converges slowly. This can be compensated for by
the possibility of using the fast Fourier transform. Here the
property ~14! is useful; it follows from this property that one
needs to deal with aliasing in the equations ~15! only for the
calculation of quadratic expressions, although the equations
~15! are cubic. The numerical schemes with the variational
principle could be important for the correct computer simu-
lation of water waves.
IV. STEADY WAVES
For a wave of permanent form moving with the speed C ,
the coefficients Yk depend on time t according to the formula
Yk5Y¯ keikCt (Y¯ k is independent of time!. The equations for
the coefficients Yk of a steady wave can be found directly
from the least action principle ~12!–~13!.
In the usual formulation of the least action principle the
values of the generalized coordinates are fixed at the ends of
the time interval (ta ,tb) ~which provides for vanishing of the
finite terms in the calculation of the variational derivatives!.
This can be replaced by the requirement that the generalized
coordinates are periodic with respect to time with a fixed
period T5tb2ta .
For a steady wave Y˙ k5ikCYk , and according to ~10!,
we find Bk5CYk @the quadratic term in ~10! vanishes#. Then,
from ~11! we have K52C2Y 0/2, P52CY 0 @where we
have taken advantage of ~9!#. We see that the Lagrangian for
steady waves is constant in time, and according to ~11!–~12!,
S 52TH C22 Y 01UJ S T5tb2ta52pC D , ~16!
where Y 0 is given by ~9!. The function ~16! is a potential
function for the equations defining coefficients
Yk (k561,62, . . . ) of a steady wave; these equations
have the form
]S
]Yk
50 ~k561,62, . . . !. ~17!
While differentiating in ~17! one should take into account
that the coefficient Y 0 is not independent, but is a function of
the rest of the coefficients Yk . However, ]U/]Y 050 when
~9! is satisfied, and while differentiating potential energy U
one can consider Y 0 as a constant. The equations ~17! to-
gether with the relation ~9! can be written as a system of
quadratic equations for all the coefficients Yk , including
Y 0 ,
]U
]Yk
5C2kY k ~k50,61,62, . . . !. ~18!
The equation ~18! with k50 gives the relation ~9!, and the
rest of the equations are the equations ~17!. The system ~18!
is equivalent to the Longuet-Higgins system ~Longuet-
Higgins’ coefficients ak are related to the coefficients Yk by
simple formulae a052Y 02c2, ak52Yk ; see Refs. 8 and
5!.
V. CONCLUSION
Thus, Longuet-Higgins’ system of quadratic equations3
for the Stokes coefficients ~which is equivalent to the origi-
nal Stokes system of cubic equations2) is the most natural
system to determine the shape of a steady wave; it logically
appears according to the formalism of analytical mechanics.
~Why did it take a century to discover this quadratic sys-
tem?! The presented method explicitly takes into account all
the symmetries and constraints of the nonlinear dynamics of
the 2-D water waves and allows us to develop numerical
schemes which inherit many of these symmetries. ~In par-
ticular, the matrices arising in the computation of the time
evolution or in the calculation of steady waves with the aid
of Newton’s method, turn out to be Hermitian.! This method
can be crucial in some other problems, in particular, the in-
vestigation of stability of water waves ~especially for fami-
lies other than the family of the Stokes waves!, as the eigen-
value equations can be easily obtained. This approach can
also be applied to the problem of waves on the surface of a
fluid with constant vorticity, considered by Simmen and
Saffman.10 Recently Zakharov’s Hamiltonian approach6 has
been combined with the conformal mapping.11 This has been
applied to prove nonintegrability of the free surface
hydrodynamics.12
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